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Abstract—Recent introduction of data mining methods has led
to a paradigm shift in the way we can analyze space data. This
paper demonstrates that Artificial Intelligence (AI), and
especially the field of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
(KRR), could also be successfully employed at the start of the
space mission life cycle via an Expert System (ES) used as a
Design Engineering Assistant (DEA). An ES is an AI-based
agent used to solve complex problems in particular fields. There
are many examples of ES being successfully implemented in the
aeronautical, agricultural, legal or medical fields. Applied to
space mission design, and in particular, in the context of
concurrent engineering sessions, an ES could serve as a
knowledge engine and support the generation of the initial
design inputs, provide easy and quick access to previous design
decisions or push to explore new design options. Integrated to
the User design environment, the DEA could become an active
assistant following the design iterations and flagging model
inconsistencies.
Today, for space missions design, experts apply methods of
concurrent engineering and Model-Based System Engineering,
relying both on their implicit knowledge (i.e., past experiences,
network) and on available explicit knowledge (i.e., past reports,
publications, data sheets). The former knowledge type
represents still the most significant amount of data, mostly
unstructured, non-digital or digital data of various legacy
formats. Searching for information through this data is highly
time-consuming. A solution is to convert this data into
structured data to be stored into a Knowledge Graph (KG) that
can be traversed by an inference engine to provide reasoning
and deductions on its nodes. Knowledge is extracted from the
KG via a User Interface (UI) and a query engine providing
reliable and relevant knowledge summaries to the Human
experts. The DEA project aims to enhance the productivity of
experts by providing them with new insights into a large amount
of data accumulated in the field of space mission design. Natural

Language Processing (NLP), Machine Learning (ML),
Knowledge Management (KM) and Human-Machine
Interaction (HMI) methods are leveraged to develop the DEA.
Building the knowledge base manually is subjective, timeconsuming, laborious and error bound. This is why the
knowledge base generation and population rely on Ontology
Learning (OL) methods. This OL approach follows a modified
model of the Ontology Layer Cake. This paper describes the
approach and the parameters used for the qualitative trade-off
for the selection of the software to be adopted in the architecture
of the ES. The study also displays the first results of the multiword extraction and highlights the importance of Word Sense
Disambiguation for the identification of synonyms in the
context. This paper includes the detailed software architecture
of both front and back-ends, as well as the tool requirements.
Both architectures and requirements were refined after a set of
interviews with experts from the European Space Agency. The
paper finally presents the preliminary strategy to quantify and
mitigate uncertainties within the ES.
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architecture and identified challenges. In the second part, the
outputs of the interviews led at ESA, ESTEC with experts
from the Concurrent Design Facility (CDF) are summarized.

1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of space mission design is a broad term
encompassing a dozen subdomains involved in the spacecraft
design and data accumulated since the 1950s, including many
textbooks, reports or data in various formats. Most of the
information is stored as unstructured data and has today
become too time-consuming to search through. [13]
introduces the concept of "corporate amnesia" by which an
entity risks losing knowledge and eventually efficiency and
money due to poor Knowledge Management (KM). The
timeframe of a spacecraft feasibility study being limited, it is
even more critical to ensure that experts have smooth, reliable
and quick access to available knowledge. Expert Systems
(ESs) can provide such support. An ES captures Human
expertise in a computer program and mimics Human
reasoning. An ES falls into the Artificial Intelligence (AI)
field of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KRR).
The general structure of an ES generally combines three
components: the Knowledge Base or the Knowledge Graph
(KG), the inference engine and the User Interface (UI) [14].
The KG includes the knowledge of the ES and is usually built
manually, a time-consuming and arduous task. However, in
the frame of the Design Engineering Assistant (DEA) study,
the team is attempting to automatize the generation and
population process of the KG. This feature led the team to
explicitly separate the KG and the Database of Rules in the
DEA architecture.

2.1. Mission Definition
The DEA is an ES for the early phases of space mission
design. The team identified two main development steps
towards the full implementation of an AI-agent into the
process of concurrent engineering feasibility studies:
Stage 1, a Knowledge Engine (KE) - Developing and
populating a KG that can be queried by the User is the first
development stage of the DEA. The queries will be entered
via a natural language interface, in English only. The UI will
extract knowledge from the KG in order to provide
knowledge summaries and data analytics including
traceability and recommendations. It will also include an
active User Feedback loop in order to acquire the tacit
knowledge of the experts. The KG is primarily fed with data
from the ESA CDF team (e.g., reports, presentations and
engineering models).
Stage 2, a Space Mission Design Assistant - The integration
in a modeling environment tool will transform the DEA into
an active design assistant. Considered design environments
for the DEA integration include the Open Concurrent Design
Tool (OCDT) [16] used at ESA and the Concurrent Design
and Engineering Platform CDP4 developed by RHEA [33]
both based on the European standard ECSS-E-TM-10-25A,
Annex A&C [17], and used in the frame of concurrent design
studies. Being able to extract and assimilate the structured
data from engineering models based on the ECSS-E-TM-1025A model, the DEA will be able to monitor in the
background the case study, actively provide design
suggestions and flag model-inconsistencies in a non-invasive
manner.

The project focuses on implementing an ES into the
concurrent engineering process used for feasibility studies by
many agencies, industries, and universities. Concurrent
engineering methods were introduced at NASA and ESA in
the 1990s, to accelerate the processes of mission definition
and preliminary conceptions for new mission proposals with
growing complexity [15]. The incentives to integrate an ES
within the CE approach and the study process are presented
in previous DEA publications [10] [12]. In these previous
publications, the team also presented the goals of the project,
the preliminary architecture, and incentives behind the
implementation of an AI-based agent into the spacecraft
design process. Preliminary results of automatic extraction
based on space components datasheets are found in [11].

2.2. DEA High-Level Architecture
Figure 1 displays a preliminary architecture of the DEA. The
architecture is divided between the smart-squid and smartdog components, respectively the front and back-ends of the
DEA. smart stands for Strathclyde Mechanical and
Aerospace Research Toolboxes, “dog” for “domain ontology
generation” and “squid” for “smart querying and insight for
space mission design”. The detailed software architectures of
both tools are presented in chapter 4.

This paper will focus on the software trade-off and
interactions with experts involved in concurrent engineering
studies leading to the refinement of the tool requirements and
the detailed software of both front and back-end. In a final
chapter, initial results of the multi-word extraction and
mention of the importance of Word Sense Disambiguation
are presented.

2. THE DESIGN ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT
This chapter provides the outlines of the DEA project,
including the project mission definition, the high-level tool
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integrating new data into the KG and the feedback provided
by the users via the UI.
2.4. Results from experts interviews
A User-centred approach holds the needs of the User at the
center of each design decision throughout the project
lifecycle. The DEA is a decision support system for Human
experts. Therefore, it was essential for the team to include the
Human component, the experts involved in feasibility
studies, as early as possible into the project. Raising
awareness on the topic of AI for space mission design,
discussing with experts about how they could use the DEA
and integrate it into their work process were the main goals
of the interactions. The discussions contributed to lay the
bases of the trust relationship between the DEA and its
potential end-users. Trust is indeed a vital element for the
success of the HMI and the adoption of the tool into the Users'
work process. 47 experts from ESA, representing most of the
fields involved in concurrent engineering studies, took part in
round-table (40% of the experts) or face-to-face interviews
over summer 2018. Figure 2 displays the background
distribution of all experts involved.

Figure 1. High-Level architecture of the DEA
2.3. Challenges
Challenges related to the development of the DEA have been
detailed in previous publications [10], [12]. They included
challenges concerning the KG generation and population, the
expressivity of the language, time response and scalability,
subdomains and continuous learning, the KG data modeling,
access the data necessary to populate the KG, ensuring the
data security within the KG, understanding the User intent
and generating corresponding outputs. This paper will,
however, focus more the challenges related to uncertainties
quantification and mitigation.
Uncertainty is inherently attached to Human knowledge, and
the available knowledge is generally imprecise, incomplete
or fuzzy [3], [4]. As defined in [6] uncertainty refers to "any
aspect of the model [of the real world] that cannot be asserted
with complete confidence". Uncertainties originate from the
data itself, are transmitted to the ES via the data modeling and
the Information Retrieval (IR) process (e.g., related to the
NLP methods employed) and are finally combined by the
inference engine. Providing an answer to the End Users is not
enough without indicating as well the output degree of
certainty. This becomes a particularly essential metadata for
medical diagnosis ES [1] [2].

Figure 2. Background distribution of the experts
The elicitation process and results are thoroughly described
in [12]. The main findings from the interviews are reminded
in the following paragraphs. Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 illustrate
the main findings by displaying the experts' answers to
different questions asked during the Round Table. However,
the findings do reports comments collected from all experts
interviewed (both during the Round Table and the face-toface interviews).

Uncertainty quantification and management are fundamental
to KRR within an ES, at all stages, from the back to the frontend. Four main questions arise with the issue of uncertainty
within an ES:
●
●
●
●

The concept of the DEA KG raised a high interest among the
experts. When kick-starting a study, the first activity is
focused on knowledge reuse: experts look into previous
similar missions, to get an idea of values range and
architectures baseline validated by previous studies. The
DEA could greatly simplify this task for them, quickly and
easily making them aware of the relevant past missions. As
shown in figure 3, a majority of experts spends between 25%
and 50% of their time searching for information Therefore,
Knowledge Reuse is already part of the experts’ work
process. Figure 4 indicates the experts' familiar sources of
information. Discussing with colleagues is a preferred option,
it allows experts to add, on top of the information they find

How to represent uncertain data from the data set
or provided by User?
How to combine uncertain data?
How to infer from uncertain data?
How to maintain the transparency on the
uncertainty throughout the User interface?

Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.3 will treat uncertainties respectively
from a front and a back-end perspective. An additional layer
of complexity is added in the case of the DEA as the ES is
targeted to be as autonomous as possible: automatically
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in the reports, the tacit knowledge of their colleagues.
However, Human experts might eventually forget some
information or have a biased point of view.

creating the specific data has been added to the software
architecture.

Figure 5. Round Table answer on the DEA Knowledge
Engine preferred type of outputs
The experts' interviews also contributed to the refinement of
the HMI, advising against the initial idea to adapt the outputs
to the User background. Experts worried that the answer
range would be narrowed down and prevent knowledge
discovery. A set of various queries was defined with the
experts allowing to understand better the kind of knowledge
they were likely to request. These queries will also be used to
train and test the DEA.

Figure 3. Round Table answer on their work habits

Finally, the concept of integrating the DEA as an active
assistant within the design environment raised some interest
among the experts. However, it was made clear that it would
require more efforts, regarding testing and validation of the
tool, for the experts to accept the DEA as an active assistant
rather than as a passive knowledge engine. As shown in
Figure 6, 70% of experts were unsure that they would trust
the DEA. This percentage can be lowered by testing and
validation, as well as demos involving the experts.

Figure 4. Round Table answer on their sources of
information
The fact that the DEA could as well provide uncertainty
measurements is a highlight for some experts who mentioned
that the reliability of a source is often hard to judge. Experts
argued that in addition to knowledge from early phases of
space mission design, data from later phases, even flown
missions would be very valuable to integrate to the KG.
However, due to the limited timeframe of the project, the
DEA team has to narrow down its focus on a first set of data,
i.e., feasibility, phase 0 studies. Future work could naturally
target the integration of other data sources to expand the KG.

Figure 6. Round Table answer on the trust relationship
with the DEA

One of the preferred outputs formats appears to be
comparison tables as shown in Figure 5. However, experts
frequently underlined their need to access the original source
of information, i.e., the documents on which the KG is built,
to look deeper into the summarized data provided by the DEA
Therefore a PostgreSQL database containing all the
documents paths and parts extracted during the process of

Interaction with the ESA experts, as well as access to reports
provided by the ESA CDF, led to the refinement of the
project definition and architecture. The resulting
requirements are presented in the following subchapter.
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DEA-DOG-KG-02 smart-dog corpus shall include sources
from feasibility studies, for example, CDF reports.
DEA-DOG-KG-03 DEA KG shall contain all relevant terms
for the space mission design domain extracted from the
source data.
DEA-DOG-KG-04 smart-dog shall rely on ontology
learning techniques for the generation of the knowledge
graph.
DEA-DOG-KG-05 smart-dog shall provide an interface for
validation and visualization.

2.5. Requirements for smart-dog and smart-squid
The general requirements of the DEA and the more specific
requirements of smart-dog and smart-squid were defined
based on the findings of the literature review and discussions
within the project team. The requirements were then refined
after the interview sessions with space mission design
experts, as presented in the previous subchapter, and after
having accessed a sample of reports to be fed to the KG.
2.5.1. General requirements

Inference Engine requirementsDEA-DOG-INF-01 The inference engine shall allow the
following reasoning services: realization, classification,
satisfiability, conjunctive query answering, entailment,
consistency, explanation.

DEA-GEN-01 The DEA project is composed of two
complementary components: smart-dog (methods for the
expert system back-end) and smart-squid (methods for the
expert system front-end assimilation of structured design
data).

2.5.3. smart-squid

DEA-GEN-02 The DEA shall target as End-users experts
involved in space mission feasibility studies, across all
domains.

General requirementsDEA-SQUID-GEN-01 smart-squid shall extract knowledge
from the DEA Knowledge Graph.
DEA-SQUID-GEN-02 smart-squid shall allow the querying
of the Knowledge Graph in natural language via a web-based
User Interface.
DEA-SQUID-GEN-03 smart-squid shall extract the models
from the design environments and allow the assimilation to
the DEA Knowledge Graph.
DEA-SQUID-GEN-04 smart-squid shall quantify and
mitigate the uncertainties related to the knowledge extraction.
DEA-SQUID-GEN-05 smart-squid should enable the
collection of tacit knowledge from the experts via the User
Interface and the Feedback loop.
DEA-SQUID-GEN-06 smart-squid shall autonomously
analyze, detect conflicts and quantify the uncertainties linked
to the User feedback before integration to the Knowledge
Graph.

DEA-GEN-03 The DEA primary source of data shall be
feasibility reports of space missions from diverse types (e.g.,
Science, Earth Observation). Other sources of data should be
integrated into the KG in further implementations.
DEA-GEN-04 The DEA shall remain a non-invasive
assistant and support to the Human experts.
DEA-GEN-05 The DEA shall not increase the workload of
the Human experts and therefore remain as autonomous as
possible (e.g., automatic KG generation/population and User
Feedback integration) and as easy to use as possible.
DEA-GEN-06 The DEA shall rely on open source software.
2.5.2. smart-dog
General requirements DEA-DOG-GEN-01 smart-dog corpus should allow
automatic extraction of data from documents reducing the
interaction with the human experts at the minimum.
DEA-DOG-GEN-02 smart-dog shall be able to convert, at
least, text, unstructured data, in structured data.
DEA-DOG-GEN-03 smart-dog shall be able to be a neutral
ontology learning system able to be adapted to different
domains.
DEA-DOG-GEN-04 smart-dog shall discard sources not
relevant to the domain in consideration.
DEA-DOG-GEN-05 smart-dog shall be able to parse, at
least, .pdf, .docx, .pptx, .html documents.
DEA-DOG-GEN-06 smart-dog shall rely on the inference
engine for the validation of the knowledge graph.
DEA-DOG-GEN-07 smart-dog shall rely on ontology
learning techniques for the generation of the knowledge
graph.

Interface of the Knowledge Engine DEA-SQUID-INT-01 The User queries are entered in
natural language and in English via the User Interface.
DEA-SQUID-INT-02 smart-squid User Interface shall be
User-friendly and operable with a minimum to no training.
DEA-SQUID-INT-03 smart-squid shall transcribe the User
queries from natural language to internal representation
adapted to the querying modules.
DEA-SQUID-INT-04 smart-squid should accept a wide
range of queries w.r.t. the field of interest, the query format
or formulation.
DEA-SQUID-INT-05 smart-squid User Interface should be
error tolerant and flexible to the User queries, including
robustness towards vague or fuzzy queries.
DEA-SQUID-INT-06 smart-squid shall facilitate the User
search by allowing research refinement and suggesting basic
queries.

Knowledge Graph requirementsDEA-DOG-KG-01 Each data that shall be inserted inside the
KG shall be validated (human validation or ad hoc software
solution).
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DEA-SQUID-INT-07 smart-squid outputs shall be
displayed in natural language in different format (i.e., images,
text, graph) via the User Interface.
DEA-SQUID-INT-08 Traceability: smart-squid shall
provide traceability and access to the source of information.
DEA-SQUID-INT-09 Uncertainty Measurement: the User
Interface shall provide traceability of the uncertainty measure
via a numerical representation of uncertainty factors or
fuzziness quantifiers to the End User.
DEA-SQUID-INT-10 Transparency: smart-squid should
provide and display the explanatory process of the output
construction.
DEA-SQUID-INT-11 smart-squid shall transfer the User
Feedback to smart-dog and smart-squid's query optimizer,
only after an uncertainty quantification will have been
performed on the information or comment submitted by the
User. (ref. DEA-SQUID-GEN-06)
DEA-SQUID-INT-12 smart-squid User Interface should
feature a recommender system to boost Knowledge
Discovery.
DEA-SQUID-INT-13 smart-squid User Interface should
generate basic analytics.
DEA-SQUID-INT-14 New data: smart-squid should allow
Users to propose new data to integrate to the Knowledge
Graph via smart-dog via the User Interface.

3.1. Software architecture
The DEA relies on an ES architecture taking into
consideration four components: the KG, the inference engine,
the Database of Rules and the UI. The following chapter will
focus on the software components, interfaces and languages
to be considered for the final architecture.
The different software components required according to the
DEA requirements are:
The Ontology Learning System - A tool that includes all the
algorithms and modules required to allow the (semi-)
automatic generation and the population of the KG (i.e,
Doodle II, Text2Onto, OntoLearn, HASTI, Ontogen,
LexOnt, OntoGain) [7] [28].
The Rule Extraction - A module developed for the extraction
of rules from the documents. These rules will be used by the
inference engine to provide answers.
The Ontology Editor - A computer program enabling the User
to perform actions on the ontology (i.e, Protegé, Apache Jena,
ALTOVA, Fluent Editor, Grakn editor) [27].
The Inference Engine or Reasoner - The software that infers
knowledge using the rules, and allows the reasoning on the
information contained within the KG. (i.e, Hermit, Fact ++,
Jfact, Pellet, Elk, Racer, Snorocket, FuzzyDL, Elephant,
Grakn reasoner) [26].
The Rule Engine - The software that allows the statement of
rules according to the language selected. This component
could be merged with the inference engine in some tool (i.e,
CLIPS, JESS, Drools).

Interface - Active Engineering Assistant DEA-SQUID-EA-1 smart-squid shall access and extract
structured data from the active engineering model.
DEA-SQUID-EA-2 smart-squid shall include the design of
a plug-in integrated to the design environment to interact with
the User.
DEA-SQUID-EA-2 smart-squid should autonomously run
queries over the DEA Knowledge Graph to support the
design comparison.
DEA-SQUID-EA-2 smart-squid shall flag model
inconsistencies to the User based on the Knowledge
contained in the DEA Knowledge Graph.
DEA-SQUID-EA-3 Invasiveness: smart-squid plug-in shall
not be invasive; the plug-in will only allow the DEA to
provide suggestions to the User.

The User Interface (UI) – The UI depends on the type of
application and target users.
The compatibility of these components is not only related to
a software point of view but also from a modeling point of
view. In particular, the languages to be considered for the ES
according to the software components identified above are:
Natural Language (NL) – NL is the most complex to be dealt
with. NL is ambiguous and subjective, many concepts can be
explained in different ways, and it is not easy for a machine
to capture the different meanings in different context.
The Ontology Language (OL) – OL is the language selected
for the data modeling. This language allows the introduction
of concepts or entities, relationships, axioms and properties
relative to the specific domain. The choice of the language
introduces constraint in the level of expressivity. This
selection is essential because it is one of the main factors,
together with the choice of the reasoner that affects the query
response time. (i.e., OWL, RDF(S), F-Logic, PR-OWL,
Graql).

3. TECHNOLOGY TRADE-OFF
This chapter focuses on three main parts: the main software
components that have been identified for the development of
the expert system according to the requirements stated in
section 2.5; the parameters selected for the qualitative tradeoff to compare the different possible configurations for the
software discovered and the last part highlights the software
selected for the software configuration.

The Rule Language – The Rule Language is the language
required to state the rules. It is usually not the same as the one
used for the OL, and it has to be compatible with it (i.e,
SWRL, Graql).
The Ontology Query Language - This is the language used to
query the KG through the inference engine to provide the
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correct answer. This language is different depending on the
compatibility with ontology query languages, reasoners and
ontology language (i.e., SPARQL, SPARQL-DL, Graql).

We analyzed several reasoners according to the following
parameters:
● Expressivity
● Compatible Ontology Language
● Compatible Ontology Query Language
● Rule Language Support
● Reasoner methodology
● Supported Reasoning Services
● Licensing
● Availability
● Language implementation
● Last Release
The reasoners considered are Hermit, Fact ++, JFact, Pellet,
ELK, Racer, Konclude, Snorocket, FuzzyDL, DeLorean,
CEL, Mastro, TrOWL, ELephant, jcel, Chainsaw and Graql
reasoner. Most of these reasoners are also rule engines.
Therefore, we did not have to make a specific analysis.

According to the languages analyzed, the language
conversions required to satisfy compatibility and
interoperability between the software components are:
●

from Natural Language to Ontology Language and
vice-versa;

●

from Natural Language to Rule language and viceversa;

●

from Natural Language to Ontology Query
Language and vice-versa.

The most general software architecture proposed for the DEA
according to the analysis of the different factors is shown in
Figure 7, while Table 1 summarizes the classes and the
factors within each class.

We also analyzed the different Ontology Editors according to
the following parameters:

If we focus on the selection of three components of the ES
(the ontology editor, reasoner and rule engine), the possible
combinations generate several solutions with different
advantages and disadvantages. In particular, the adoption of
one OL puts the constraint on the level of expressivity, which
at the same time constrains the selection of the reasoner and
the query language. Therefore, we first analyzed several
ontology languages according to the following parameters:

● Availability
● Licensing
● Last version
● Portability
● Compatible Ontology Language
● Compatible Rule Language
● Compatible Reasoner
● Programming Language
● Extensibility
● Visualizer
● type of Application Programming Interface (API)
The Ontology Editors considered are Protegè, Fluent Editor
and Grakn.

● Logic
● Ontology Modelling Construct
● Compatible Reasoner
● Compatible Ontology Query Language
The OL considered are RDF(S), OWL 1 Full, OWL 1 DL,
OWL 1 Lite, OWL 2 DL and Graql.

Figure 7 General software architecture for the DEA expert system
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Table 1. Classes and factors for the software architecture
Software components

Type of languages

Language conversions

Ontology Learning System
Rule Extraction
Ontology Editor
Inference Engine
Rule Engine
Interface

Natural Language (NL)
Ontology Language (OLG)
Rule Language (RL)
Ontology Query Language (OQL)

NL to OLG, OLG to NL
NL to RL, RL to NL
NL to OQL, OQL to NL

3.2. Trade-off parameters
Project status - When a specific software, developed or under
development is selected, it is essential to consider the factors
that affect the status of the project (active users, active
developers, releases, bug fixes, response time on questions or
raised issues).

The parameters taken into account for the selection of the
software for the general architecture of the expert system are
listed and described below:
Compliance to Standards - There are several types of
standards for data modeling, data exchange and interfaces
(e.g., W3C, ECSS, SparQL, GraphQL, JSON-LD, OSLC or
Open REST API). The compliance to standards is vital to
create products universally understood and comparable. The
adoption of new technology, if not developed through
standards, should require a mappability with the primary
standards.

Reasoning services - These services guarantee consistency
and reliability to the model and therefore also to the answers
that will be provided to the users. It is essential to take into
account the most critical reasoning services.
Query Response Time - The query response time depends on
the size of the knowledge graph, on the ontology language
and therefore on the level of expressiveness, and the type of
queries.

Extensibility/Extendability - Extensibility is a design
principle where the implementation considers future growth,
so the possibility to extend a system through the addition of
new functionality or modification of existing functionality.

Scalability - The tool can grow and manage increased
demand, adapting to the changing needs or demands of its
users.

Interoperability - Interoperability is a characteristic of a
product or system, whose interfaces are completely
understood, to work with other products or systems, at
present or in the future, in either implementation or access,
without any restrictions. The tool should be able to import
and export from other relevant languages and data formats.

Software Architecture Complexity - The software architecture
complexity affects the timeline of a project. The interface
between many software is not a trivial task, and it requires
validation and quality check. For the expert system, the
components listed in Table 1 needs to be interfaced.

Learning Curve (Developer and End-User) – This represents
the learning curve to implement or adapt the technology and
the learning curve for users that will use the adopted
technology.

Sources/Example projects - It is important to have sources to
check the use of the software and applications for which it
has been adopted.
Satisfaction of Users - The popularity of the software,
together with the satisfaction of the users are also taken into
account.

Ontology constructs - The ontology constructs adopted
depends on the ontology language selected (e.g., Classes,
Properties, Datatype, Relationships, Roles). The adoption of
one construct instead of another also depends on the type of
data that has to be considered and on the level of expressivity.
Moreover, these choices affect the query response time once
a query is given to the inference engine.

V&V Test Framework - The Validation and Verification
Framework available for the selected technology.
3.3. Software selected

Quality and Completeness of Documentation - The
documentation is fundamental for User to use the tool and for
Developers to understand the implementation and the
possibility to add new features.

Two main configurations have been considered for the tradeoff according to the requirements stated in 2.5.1:
●

Portability - Portability between operative systems.

●
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using Semantic Web technologies (figure 8.1 and
table 2.1)
using Grakn (http://grakn.ai/)

The selection of the software configuration and languages has
been performed with a qualitative analysis using the
parameters described in section 3.2., taking into
consideration the impact of each of these parameters on the
success and timeline of the research project. The results of
the trade-off identified Grakn as the best solution.

Satisfiability, Conjunctive Query Answering, Entailment,
Consistency, and Explanation) therefore matching the
requirement for the development of the tool (DEA-DOGINF-01). Query response time and scalability depend on the
type of knowledge graph, data, and expressiveness adopted
in the project.

Grakn is an intelligent database built for intelligent systems
allowing the creation of a KG using the Graql data modeling.
Grakn does not follow the standards for the semantic web but
it is implemented in Java programming language, on top of
Cassandra and it provides an API for Java, Python, and
Node.js. It can be integrated into many applications and tools.
The API allows interoperability with other tools, and it is
possible to extend its functionalities thanks to the different
interfaces. It has a unique and User-friendly visualizer
allowing for validation of the knowledge graph. The data
modeling is very intuitive and very fast to be learned
especially for users with software background but not only.
The ontology constructs in the Graql language can be mapped
at a certain level with the standard for the semantic web and
without creating limits in the use of the tool. Grakn is portable
in different operating systems (Linux, MacOS, and
Windows) and it has extensive documentation provided on
the website that eases the learning curve for developers and
new users. The project is very active and recently released the
version 1.4.2 by the time this paper has been created. For
Graql reasoner, all the reasoning services are provided for the
Graql data modeling (Realisation, Classification,

Regarding the software architecture complexity, figure 8.2
displays the advantages of the adoption of this tool, as it
encases three of the main components for the expert system,
table 2.1 (i.e., Knowledge Graph, Inference Engine and
Database of Rules) enabling Knowledge Discovery and
Analytics through the Grakn tool. This solution leaves us
with the possibility to focus on the specific research for the
PhD projects, avoiding the implementation of the interfaces
between the main components of the expert system and
considering one single language for the ontology, the rules,
and the queries.
All Grakn projects can be found in the Grakn blog,
https://blog.grakn.ai/ (e.g., Biology applications, chatbots,
movie recommenders). The popularity of the software and
users satisfaction are witnessed by the recent introduction of
Grakn in both Google and Amazon Cloud. Due to the
different interfaces in different programming languages
(Java, Python and JavaScript), Grakn allows many choices
for the creation of the Validation and Verification
Framework.

Figure 8.1. Software architecture for the expert system adopting Semantic Web Technologies
Table 2.1: Classes and factors for the software architecture with Semantic Web Technologies
Software components

Type of languages

Language conversions

Ontology Learning System
Rule Extraction
Protegè (https://protege.stanford.edu/ ) + SWRL Plugin
(https://github.com/protegeproject/swrltab-plugin )
Pellet (https://github.com/stardog-union/pellet )
Interface

Natural Language (NL)
OWL 2 DL
SWRL
SPARQL DL

NL to OLG, OLG to NL
NL to RL, RL to NL
NL to OQL, OQL to NL
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Figure 8.2. Software architecture for the expert system adopting Grakn technology
Table 2.2: Classes and factors for the software architecture with Grakn technology
Software components

Type of languages

Language conversions

Ontology Learning System
Rule Extraction
Grakn (Ontology Editor)
Graql reasoner (Inference/Rule
Engine)
Interface

Natural Language (NL)
Graql (Ontology Language, Rule
Language, Ontology Query
Language)

NL to Graql, Graql to NL

subchapter will focus on uncertainties quantification and
management from the front-end perspective.

4. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
As hinted in Figure 1, the DEA architecture is based on the
alliance of two main set of methods: smart-squid and
smart-dog respectively corresponding to the front and
back-end of the DEA. This chapter will go more in details
of each components software architecture.

4.1.1. Detailed Software Architecture
As shown in Figure 9, the software architecture of smartsquid is divided into two parts: one corresponding to the
knowledge engine (continuous black lines and blue
modules) and one to the design assistant integrated into the
design environment (golden modules and dotted lines).

4.1. smart-squid: DEA Front-End and structured data
assimilation

An example supports the description of the smart-squid
architecture based on Earth Observation (EO) missions and
L-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), a type of remote
sensing payload. A very basic KG was generated with
grakn.ai (https://grakn.ai/) containing seven spacecraft
from different agencies: ALOS-2 [18], NISAR [19], PAZ
[20], SAOCOM-1A [21], Sentinel-1A [22], Tandem-L
[23] and Tandem-X [24]. They all have SAR payloads but
in different bands: L-band, C-band and X-band. For this
example, the KG structure is on purpose very basic, only
four entities were defined: "MissionType", "Spacecraft",
"Payload Type" and "SAR Bandwidth". We imagine that
the User is interested to search for L-band Earth
Observation missions.

smart-squid modules encompass all activities related to the
front-end of the ES. In the frame of the DEA project, the
front-end supports the Human Machine Interaction (HMI)
via a web-based interface and a design environment plugin.
Via the web-based interface, the User enters NL queries,
which are decomposed and analyzed by smart-squid query
engine, used to generate a query execution plan to extract
and generate knowledge based on the KG and generated
with inference engine. The web-based interface also
enables the elicitation of the User tacit knowledge via a
feedback loop.

Web-based Interface - The User enters a NL query in
English via a search bar on the web-based UI. The range of
queries or requests, accepted by the tool has been refined
after a set of experts interviews as described in 2.4. An
example of a query could be: “Show L-band SAR
satellites”. To help the User formulate his/her research

Via the design environment plug-in, the DEA will access
the structured data related to the working design. The
detailed architecture of smart-squid is presented in Figure
9 and furthermore described in this subchapter. The next
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intent into a written query, the UI will include refinement
options presented as optional check-boxes. For instance,
the User could select “Earth Observation” as the preferred
mission type. Filtering or refinement options are used to
better answer the User’s need and target more specific
areas of the KG to decrease computational time.

Query Compiler - The Query compiler receives a NL input
and generates a query execution plan in the query language
used to model the KG. Since the technology trade-off
summarized in chapter 3 suggested the use of Grakn.ai, the
query execution plan must be written in Graql, the querying
and reasoning language of Grakn. The query compiler has
three main modules: the NLP module, the Query analysis/
optimizer module and the translation (i.e. "code generation
to query language") module. The NLP module is similar to
the one used by smart-dog. The role of the query compiler
should also be to eventually grasp the real intent behind the
User query (i.e., perform a semantic search). The query
decomposition into a basic set of queries takes place in the
Query analysis/ optimizer module. An optimized
decomposition of the User query into basics ones allows
extracting knowledge from the KG more efficiently. The
queries are translated into the Graql query language as a
Query Execution Plan.

The results of the User query are displayed on the same
web-based UI. Outputs should be generated in different
formats, for instance, comparison tables, extracted figures
or images, or a summary of information. For the tool
successful integration and acceptance by the experts,
transparency, reliability and uncertainty measurements are
essentials. The User should therefore be able to access the
source of the information (cf. traceability requirement
DEA-SQUID-INT-08). The original documents will be
saved in a PostgreSQL and associated to the corresponding
nodes of the KG. The DEA should be clear on the degree
of certainty the User can have in the outputs (cf. uncertainty
requirement DEA-SQUID-INT-09). The outputs will be
associated to a numerical uncertainty quantification.
Finally, the extraction and answer generation process
should not be a "black box" (cf. transparency requirement
DEA-SQUID-INT-10). The DEA should provide a simple
overview of the analytical process to justify the outputs
selection. Establishing the trust relationship between the
DEA and the User is a crucial element for the integration
of the tool into the experts' working habits.

Query Execution - The Query Execution relies on the
Grakn API. Table 3 presents examples of Graql queries and
their natural language equivalent. The construction of
Grakn queries is furthermore explained in [25]. Grakn
provides a visualizer on a local host exhibiting via a webinterface the outputs of a query. The visualization of the
two first queries as well as the code used to generate the
KG sample can be found in the Appendix while the
visualization of the third query (i.e., corresponding to the
example of L-band SAR mentioned previously) is
displayed in Figure 10.

The role of the UI and the knowledge extraction is also to
boost knowledge discovery via the implementation of a
recommender system encouraging the experts to explore
alternative design options. The UI allows the User to
submit new documents to the KG. The new data will go
through the same filtering path as other documents
submitted to smart-dog before being integrated or not to the
KG. Finally, a significant part of the UI will be the
integration of the User feedback loop, which is further
developed in the last paragraph.

It has to be underlined that the Grakn.ai visualizer is not
the DEA interface. The Grakn.ai visualizer inputs are
written in Graql, and the outputs are a display of the
relevant part of the KG corresponding to the User query,
whereas the DEA interface targets NL inputs and will
combine and generate knowledge based on the knowledge
extracted and inferred from the KG.

Figure 9. Detailed Architecture of smart-squid - Front-End of the DEA
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Feedback Loop - There are two different kinds of
knowledge: tacit (e.g., unspoken rules of know-how, "rule
of thumb") and explicit (e.g., reports, presentations) [13].
Feedback can also be divided between implicit and explicit
feedback. This paragraph focuses on explicit feedback.
Integrating a User Feedback loop in the UI allows
capturing part of the tacit knowledge from the users. For
example, a User might want to update the launch date of a
spacecraft because she/he has a more recent source of
information. As defined by the requirement DEA-SQUIDGEN-06, the feedback loop should eventually be an
automatic process to facilitate the tool maintenance.

Table 3. Equivalent User Queries examples in natural
language and Graql language
NL query
Show
all
Earth
Observation
missions

Graql query
match $x isa missionType; $y has
name “EO”;offset 0; limit 20; get;

Show
all match $x isa spacecraft; $y isa
satellites with payload; $y has plname “SAR”;
SAR
($x,$y) isa HasPayload; $z isa
payloads
SARBand; ($y,$z) isa HasBandwidth;
offset 0; limit 20; get;

It is both in the interest of the system and of the Users to
allow continuous inputs of new information. The exact
process of the feedback loop will be shared in later
publications. As a preliminary option, it is considered that
the User feedback could be collected by letting the User
assign a grade to an output content or format (e.g., rating
the usefulness from 1 to 10 of an output) and possibly add
written comments as well (e.g., commenting on a value that
should be updated or is not accurate). However, this
automatized feedback process must be considered with
care to avoid the injection of uncertainties and
disequilibrium (i.e., unreliable or too subjective feedback)
into the KG as discussed in the following section.

Show L-band match $x isa spacecraft; $y isa
SAR satellites SARband; $z has band “Lband”;
($x,$y) isa HasSARwithBandwidth;
offset 0; limit 20; get;
The query outputs shown in Figure 10 are correct as out of
the 7 spacecraft entered into the test KG only 4: NISAR,
Tandem-L, ALOS2, and SAOCOM-1A have L-band SAR
payloads.

Integration to the design environment - As a design
assistant, the DEA should be integrated into the study
design environment (e.g., the OCDT [16] or the CDP4 [33]
environment) to access the structured data of the active
engineering models. The model, structured data, from the
OCDT or CDP4 are based on the ECSS-E-TM-10-25A
Annex A Unified Modeling Language (UML) model and
rely on the JSON protocol for data export. To assimilate
the engineering model data into the DEA KG, the ECSSE-TM-10-25A model was mapped into a Graql schema.
The last iteration of the engineering models is to be
populated into this schema as data layers. The mapping
process will be presented in a future publication.

Results Generation - Once the candidate facts or
knowledge have been extracted from the KG, the "Result
Generation" module of smart-squid ranks the facts and
transform the "raw" information into the useful format
(e.g., comparison tables, text summaries) to be made
available to the User via the UI.
Between the ranking and the organization of the outputs,
the data has to be converted again to NL via a second NLP
module. The ranking of the candidate facts is based on
factors depending on certainty and relevance coefficients
combinations associated with the data and a dynamic factor
related to the User Feedback. In later phases,
LearningToRank algorithm can be implemented to
improve the facts ranking continuously. Introduction of
Machine Learning into the ranking process has led to the
emergence of LearningToRank algorithms also called
Machine-Learned Ranking (MLR). [30] introduces
different approaches to LearningToRank. Famous
examples of MLR algorithms are RankNet and
LambdaMART by Microsoft Research [31] [32].

The design assistant interface within the design
environment has not been defined yet. It will be done at a
later development phase of the project. An idea is, for
instance, be to have a chatbot interacting with the User, that
could be muted or unmuted depending on the User's need
to use the DEA.
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Figure 10. Grakn visualizer output for query "Show L-band SAR satellites".
Via the design environment plug-in, the DEA will be able to
follow the design iteration as an observer, running in the
background, and step in, to flag a model inconsistency or an
outlier value. For instance, if a component parameter value is
inconsistent with the datasheet information integrated into
the DEA KG or if a value is outside the range of values
typically found in similar missions according to the
knowledge extracted from the DEA KG (i.e., outlier value).
The DEA intends to be a non-invasive assistant and therefore
will only provide suggestions of modifications to the experts
(ref. DEA-SQUID-EA-3 on invasiveness requirement).

phase, will be maintained during the next development
phases. The experts contacted during the interviews will be
regularly informed of the tool advancement and asked to
provide feedback on the UI to ensure optimal userfriendliness of the DEA interface.
As it is not trivial to correctly render in words a Human
thought, queries entered in NL via the UI might be vague or
incomplete with fuzzy search goals. Mitigation methods
found in the literature include the use of chain queries
tracking [34], vague-query processor [35]. Semantic search
contributes to better grasping the User intent [43]. Additional
Machine Learning methods, including LearningToRank
algorithms mentioned in 4.1.1.1 and query optimizers can
furthermore contribute to improving the ranking and
querying process. The UI also supports the narrowing of the
research via the use of filters.

4.1.2. Uncertainty Management within the Front-End
Uncertainties within the front-end are partly inherited from
the back-end. The uncertainties related to the back-end are
discussed in 4.2.3. While smart-dog modules will deal with
the uncertainty mitigation within the back-end, the
traceability of the uncertainty quantification will likely be
transmitted to smart-squid via Certainty Factors (CFs)
associated to the data in the KG. CFs, represent the level of
confidence in the associated data. They are an intuitive way
to numerically illustrate the degree of uncertainty related to a
piece of information. A CF can be expressed as fuzzy factors
rather than crisp as described in [36]. CFs are often found in
the literature. [1] describes, for instance, the uncertainty
quantification and management for an epilepsy ES called
HIPPOCRAT-EES. This ES simulates the reasoning of
neuroscientists to diagnose epilepsy. It deals with uncertainty
by ordering the potential diagnosis per increasing order based
on CFs. The certainty factor presented with the output, the
epilepsy diagnosis, is the sum of the weights assigned to each
diagnosis parameters.

Typed queries often include some typos, misuse of words or
concepts. To increase the flexibility of the UI, solutions found
in the literature suggest the use of interfaces with errortolerant and flexibility features [41] [42].
Finally, the uncertainty quantification related to the Feedback
loop is probably the biggest uncertainty mitigation challenge
of the DEA front-end. Allowing users to comment on data or
submit new documents could expose the KG to imprecise,
vague or wrong inputs. It is essential to integrate into the User
feedback integration process a resilient uncertainty
quantification and mitigation strategy to filter feedback and
to avoid compromising the KG data. This filter will have to
autonomously interpret the Feedback content and assign CFs
to it, as the target is to let the DEA autonomously and
continuously learn. In [2], an Expert Authentication
Controller is used to support a User identification procedure.
Restraining the list of Users allowed to provide feedback to a
list of recognized experts could be the first filtering. Also
mentioned in [2], the addition of new rules or data relies on a
Conflict Detection module, including both syntax errors and
content conflicts detection. One could imagine that a similar

Additional uncertainties are injected via the User queries and
the Feedback loop. The first source of uncertainty related to
the User queries can arise from insufficient knowledge of the
tool capacity and usage. To counteract this, the User-centred
approach, already used during the requirement definition
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module could be implemented into the DEA as a second layer
of filtering. Eventually, the DEA interface could integrate
some collaborative features that would allow Users to add
comments directly to the data via the UI. Thread of comments
would support the experts' interactions and could organically
lead to the correct values recognized by the experts' majority.

before the insertion into the KG, in the frame of the DEA
project for the space mission design domain.

Figure 11 summarises the uncertainty sources and potential
mitigation methods from the front-end perspective.

Figure 12. General use of the smart-dog framework
smart-dog has a modular architecture, allowing flexibility in
the interfaces between the modules and guaranteeing static
extendibility. Figure 13 shows the different modules, which
are introduced in [12].
In particular, the NLP Module is not static, but it is
dynamically improved iteratively with relevant domain
terms. There are many libraries and dictionaries for NLP but
developed for general language purposes. We target a
particular domain. Therefore, the first step to improve the text
processing is to identify the vocabulary for space mission
design, to allow a better normalization and increase the
performances of the modules receiving the NLP module
outputs. The other modules rely on Machine Learning
algorithms; therefore, their results will be improved when the
input data will be better, following the quote "garbage in,
garbage out." The Context Identification module is another
critical module. It has to act as a filter to avoid the analysis of
documents with topics not relevant to the domain considered,
while, at the same time, it has to be able to distinguish
between different topics relevant to the space mission domain
to improve the outputs and overall automation of the process,
especially for the ontology population part.

Figure 11. Summary of uncertainty sources and
mitigation methods from the front-end perspective
Following the definition of the software architecture and the
refinement of smart-squid requirements after experts’
interviews, the next step will be to start the tool
implementation. The implementation will first focus on the
extraction of structured data from the design environments
and on the NL inputs and querying of the KG.

The coupling of the Context Identification Module with the
Ontology Learning Module and with the NLP Module is
fundamental for the performance of the tool. The NLP
Module is coupled with the Ontology Learning Module to
provide inputs for the extraction of the relevant information
for the data modeling of the KG, but at the same time, the
module itself is improved in the normalization phase after the
validation of the outputs of the Ontology Learning Module.

4.2. smart-dog: DEA back-end
smart-dog represents the back-end part of an expert system.
It encases the modules for the automatic creation of the KG
coupled with the use of Grakn and its main components for
inferring knowledge and validate and a relational database to
store the data for fast processing, validation, and
visualization. Figure 12 shows a general use of the smart-dog
framework to perform the generation and the population of
the KG [12]. The creation of the KG is iterative and requires
human validation especially for the generation part. The
interaction with the ontology expert will be allowed through
a web-based interface, different from the DEA UI, that will
give the possibility to validate the results obtained by the tool

The Grakn Module and the Validation Module are also
coupled since the information validated can be automatically
inserted. At the same time, Grakn itself has a visualizer that
can be used for visual validation of the data modeling as well.
The Ontology Population Module will be the last to be
developed once all the KG will be generated.
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Figure 13. smart-dog modules
In order to be able to deal with any source, we need a robust
NLP Module and a robust Context Identification Module.
Therefore, we decided to focus first on reports to be mined
by the smart-dog, which are the output of phase 0 of the space
mission design, final output of a CDF study at ESA. The
reports contain information about the different disciplines in
the space mission design, not only text but also figures, tables
and formulas. In order to develop the Context Identification
Module, the extraction of the different thesauri for the
different disciplines shall be defined in order to allow the
DEA to recognize the type of source and context and be able
to deal with all other types of sources. Due to the choice of
the source, it is necessary to split the reports into their
subchapters and understand all the type of disciplines that can
be identified and then define the thesauri. This pre-processing
step is shown in section 5.2. The Raw Text Extraction
Module rely on the TIKA library which is not able to separate
the chapters in the reports. The solution foresaw the
implementation of pattern recognition in order to identify the
single chapters inside the reports, but it is something that the
Context Identification Module will be able to do once trained
for the different disciplines. In the reports, it is possible to
identify the main disciplines always included in the design
and the one specific for some missions. However, for the
training, it is necessary to give more information to generate
the KG. The extraction of chapters is strictly related to the
type of sources we selected because we focus first on one
subsystem, but it is fundamental for the training of the
Context Extraction module which will act not only as context
identifier but as a filter.

4.2.1. OLC approach and criticalities with the type of
documents
Ontology learning (OL) is defined as the set of methods and
techniques used for building an ontology from scratch,
enriching, or adapting an existing ontology in a semiautomatic fashion using several sources. Ontology learning
techniques rely on methods from various fields such as
Machine Learning, knowledge acquisition, Natural Language
Processing (NLP), statistics, and information retrieval. Such
techniques facilitate and support the construction of
ontologies by the ontology engineer. This is the reason why
ontology learning frameworks have been developed in the
last years and integrated with standard ontology engineering
tools. Ontology learning can be applied to unstructured, semistructured and fully structured data to support semi-automatic
and cooperative ontology engineering. [7] The goal of OL is
to guarantee automatic extraction of knowledge, possibly
structured as composite or straightforward statements, from a
given corpus of textual documents, to form an ontology.
Many OL approaches follow a model named the Ontology
Learning Layer Cake (OLC) [8], and share many features,
such as statistical based information retrieval, machine
learning, and data and text mining, resorting to linguistics
based techniques for specific tasks. The Ontology Learning
Layer Cake model aims at learning ontologies by using a
multistep approach [9].
The goal of the smart-dog framework is to allow the
generation and the population of the KG. [12] The multistep
approach used for the OLC satisfies the needs for the
generation part, but, for the population part in order to make
the process the most automatic possible, it requires the
extraction of lexico-syntactic patterns for the different data to
be extracted. This is why we refer to a modified OLC. In other
words, we want to consider also a metadata layer that will be
used to extract patterns relevant for the ontology population
phase and stored with the concept inserted into the knowledge
graph.

Once we have the knowledge required for each discipline, we
can test the extraction of information with other types of
sources, such as requirements documents, presentations or
data sheets. A first attempt in the extraction of data from
datasheets have been made in [11], including issues to be
solved. The approach we foresee will improve the extraction
and reduce the number of issues.
4.2.2. Terms and Synonyms Extraction

As we mentioned in [12], the users of the DEA would like to
have information coming from several types of sources that
can be queried through the DEA UI. These sources are
provided in different formats (.pdf, .pptx, .docx), forms
(structured, semi-structured and unstructured) and they
require specific solutions in order to be dealt.

Terms are the most basic building blocks in ontology
learning. Terms can be simple (i.e., single word) or complex
(i.e., multi-word), and are considered as lexical realizations
of everything essential and relevant to a domain. The main
tasks associated with terms are to preprocess texts and extract
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terms. The preprocessing task ensures that the input texts are
in a format supported by the ontology learning system. The
extraction of terms, known as term extraction or keyphrase
extraction, typically begins with tokenization or part-ofspeech tagging to break texts into smaller constituents.
Statistical or probabilistic measures are then used to
determine the collocational stability of a noun sequence to
form a term, also known as unithood, and the relevance or
specificity of a term for a domain, also known as termhood.
[8]. A Multi-Word Term (MWT) is a term that is composed
of more than one word. The unambiguous semantics of a
multi-word term depends on the knowledge area of the
concept it describes and cannot be inferred directly from its
parts [40].

4.2.3. Uncertainty in the back-end part
In Expert systems, the word uncertainty can be related to
inaccurate data, imprecise information or reliability of the
results. An ES allows the User to assign probabilities,
certainty factors, or confidence levels and many more
techniques to any or all input data [37]. Regarding the backend part, several sources have been identified. The main one
is inherently related to the type of data used for building the
knowledge graph, which are text data coming from different
type of sources. The text is written in a natural language
which is inherently ambiguous and imprecise as we
mentioned in [12]. Moreover, the numerous ambiguities in
natural language are rarely clarified during translation to a
formal language. As a result, rules that are not expressed
precisely in the formal language can be misinterpreted, and
this creates inconsistencies that we have to take into account
during the automation of the extraction process. This source
of uncertainty needs to be addressed with the development of
accurate conversion between the natural language and the
data modeling language adopted for the DEA. In order to
reduce the lack of precision in descriptive language, there has
been some attempt in the use of Controlled Natural Language
(CNL). CNL is a subset of natural language with restricted
grammar and vocabulary in order to reduce the ambiguity and
complexity inherent in full natural language. One example of
a tool that relies on this method is Fluent Editor [38], but we
discarded this option.

Several algorithms can be adopted for the terms extraction
and in particular for multi-word extraction: Counting
Frequencies of terms, Tf.idf, Domain Consensus, NC Value,
Domain Coherence, Syntactic patterns, probabilistic
algorithms [39]. For multi-word extraction we decided to
implement the C/NC Value method [40], the preliminary
results are shown in section 5.3.
Because this process is iterative and it needs to be tuned
carefully to guarantee reliable results, the next step is an
improvement with the introduction of validated multi-words
and synonyms.
The synonym level addresses the acquisition of semantic
term variants in a language. An essential aspect of this work
is the identification of the appropriate sense of the term in
question, which determines the set of synonyms that are to be
extracted. This involves standard word sense disambiguation
algorithms. However, specifically in the ontology learning
context, researchers have exploited the fact that ambiguous
terms have precise meanings in particular domains allowing
for an integrated approach to sense disambiguation and
domain-specific synonym extraction. In contrast to using
readily available synonym sets such as provided by WordNet
and related lexical resources, researchers have also worked
on algorithms for dynamic acquisition of synonyms by
clustering and related techniques. On this basis, much work
has been done on synonym acquisition from text corpora that
is based on the distributional hypothesis that terms are similar
in meaning to the extent to which they share syntactic
contexts. [8]

The complexity of understanding the natural language is a
non-trivial task even for human interpretations. The DEA
aims at developing a robust NLP and words sense
disambiguation to deal with semantic variety and context
identification. The documents, in general, are written by
different experts. Therefore we have to deal with redundant
information, inconsistencies or incompleteness of data. We
instead assign null values for to incomplete or missing data
for a specific entity or attribute, and we deal with this
imperfections relying on an inconsistency resolution engine
able to flag inconsistencies and eventually solved them if it
has enough information. Every type of source will be
provided with a level of fidelities that will be analyzed by the
front-end part of the DEA. The front-end part will indeed
inherit the uncertainty factor inserted into the KG in order to
perform a complete analysis of the uncertainties in order to
provide the most reliable and accurate answer to the users
together with the level of uncertainty linked to the result.

Word sense disambiguation is the ability to computationally
determine which sense of a word is activated by its use in a
particular context [29]. This task is fundamental in the NLP
Module to perform precise normalization in the text and the
KG population phase because it requires a reliable KG able
to boost the automatic extraction of data in a precise and
meaningful way. Without knowledge, it would be impossible
for both humans and machines to identify the meaning [29].
The extraction of synonyms is not trivial and an open field of
research. Different approaches have been identified, but they
require more in-depth analysis in order to be implemented in
the smart-dog framework and adopted for the domain
considered.

Using the natural language facts are described with such
terms as often and sometimes, frequently and hardly ever. As
a result, it can be challenging to express knowledge in the
precise IF-THEN form of production rules. Therefore it is
necessary to adopt fuzzy rules and fuzzy functions able to
convert natural language into information that can be
interpreted by the machine. Moreover, inferring knowledge
from incomplete data can be taken into account adopting
fuzzy rules and performing fuzzy inference through the
adoption of fidelity factors.
Figure 14 summarizes the sources and possible mitigations
described above.
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Figure 15. chapters extracted from mission reports
5.2. Multi words extraction

Figure 14. back-end uncertainties sources and possible
mitigations methods.

Figure 16 shows the results for 2-grams of the multi-words
identified implementing the C Value Method. The linguistic
filters selected according to the space mission domain are:
['NN', 'JJ'], ['JJ', 'NN'], ['NN', 'NN'], ['NN', 'NN', 'NN'] and
['JJ', 'NN', 'NN'], where NN and JJ are respectively Nouns and
Adjectives according to the Penn Treebank list of part-ofspeech tags. These results are preliminary and shall be run on
a bigger corpus and validated. The same will be done for 3grams. Moreover, the NC Value method shall be evaluated.

5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
This section focuses on the preliminary results for the preprocessing part required for the creation of the Context
Identification Module, therefore on the preparation of the
training set to be used for context identification. This
approach is strictly dependent on the type of sources we
decided to adopt, which contains information from many
disciplines which are difficult to be parsed with a generalist
approach focused on general English vocabulary. The second
part of the section instead shows the preliminary results in the
multi-word extraction task in order to improve the NLP
Module and the overall recognition of entities inside the text.

Multi words will improve the normalization for the NLP
module and also give the power to the DEA to understand the
compound inside a text, not just simple words uncorrelated.
In this way also the space mission design vocabulary can be
identified.

5.1. Chapters Extraction
Using pattern recognition for the titles of the chapters in the
reports, we separated them and the corresponding raw text to
be given as input to the NLP Module in smart-dog. This
solution is necessary for training the ML algorithms to
recognize the different disciplines but also to create a test
case for the Context Identification Module to identify the part
of the documents and extract automatically specific parts
depending on the context or the discipline considered. Figure
15 shows the chapters extracted from 9 reports available
online of different type of missions from 2004 to 2015 [44].
It is possible to notice that there is no standard name for the
disciplines. Therefore, it is a good test base to apply
clustering. The final goal foresees the development of an
algorithm able to automatically extract relevant parts from
different sources for any specific space mission discipline
using as input for training the words and synonyms extracted
for each discipline. However, we will first focus on a single
discipline.

Figure 16. 2-grams extraction for multi-words in the
corpus using the C value method
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of solutions for the synonyms layer; implementation and test
of the context identification module.

6. CONCLUSION
After reminding the outline of the DEA project, the paper
presented the detailed software architectures of both front and
back-ends as well as the tool requirements. Architectures and
requirements were defined based on the literature reviews
and a set of experts interviews led at ESA, ESTEC in JulyAugust 2018. The experts involved in the interviews had
experience in concurrent engineering for space mission
feasibility studies. They all acknowledged the potential of the
DEA, first as a knowledge engine then as an integrated design
assistant, to facilitate KM and knowledge reuse in their field.
The experts' attitude w.r.t the DEA project was encouraging
concerning the success of the tool integration into their work
process.

For the front-end, the next steps will focus on the extraction
of structured data from the design environments of OCDT
and CDP4 and the assimilation to the DEA KG based on the
DEA ontology. The next steps will also focus on
implementing the first modules of the query manager:
generating Graql queries from complex User NL queries.

APPENDIX – VISUALISER OUTPUTS
This Appendix includes more details on the Grakn.ai example
generated with Grakn 1.3.0 to illustrate the architecture of
smart-squid in 4.1. Figures 17 and 18 corresponds
respectively to the visualization of the User queries "Show all
Earth Observation missions" and "Show all satellites with
SAR payloads". The code used to generate the KG of the
example can be provided upon request to the authors.

The preliminary results detailed in section 5.2 display the
importance of the multi-word extraction in order to guarantee
the recognition of compounds in the text, otherwise not
recognizable by the tool. The C Value Method shall be
improved with the NC Value Method. The next step foresees
its implementation and the test with a more significant corpus
related to one discipline, also considering other types of
material, like books or datasheets.
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Figure 17. Grakn visualizer output for query "Show all Earth Observation missions"
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Figure 18. Grakn visualizer output for query "Show all Earth Observation missions
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